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Perry L. Chance, the suspect identified in the brutal attack of an 80 year-old clerk at Elonka’s Fashions in Winter Haven,
has been captured in Columbia County. He is currently at the Columbia County Jail and will be brought back to Polk
County to face a judge in the next couple of days.
The events leading up to his capture are as follows:
On 9-19-14 in the early afternoon, Winter Haven Police received a tip stating that Chance was seen near the intersection
th

th

of 66 St. N and 54 Ave. N in St Petersburg. Winter Haven Police along with members of the Florida Department of Law
Enforcement (FDLE) began concentrating on the area.
This morning (9-20-14) another tip was received that he was at the Crystal Inn near the same intersection in St
Petersburg. Authorities showed Chance’s photo to the motel management who confirmed that Chance was checked into
the motel last night. Entry was made into the room, but Chance had already left.
A receipt from a nearby McDonalds was located along with alcohol inside of the room. Authorities went that specific
McDonalds and after reviewing drive-thru video, confirmed that Chance was in the victim’s 2009 Chevy Impala in the drive
thru last night. A close look at the car revealed Chance had placed a Sunoco sticker on the bumper in an obvious attempt
to alter the original vehicle description and also placed a stolen tag on the vehicle. The stolen tag is from a vehicle out of
St. Petersburg.
Based on this updated information, the Florida Highway Patrol was alerted and a BOLO (Be On The Lookout) for the
vehicle and stolen tag was issued. FHP spotted Chance in the vehicle traveling just north of Gainesville on I-75 and began
following him. Chance got off the interstate and pulled into a truck stop near Lake City in Columbia County where FHP
immediately took him into custody.
Winter Haven detectives are in route to Columbia County where they will interview Chance. When an updated photo is
available, one will be released.

